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Bulk asset switches

Introduction

Guide

This document provides a guide on how to instruct a bulk asset switch on the Nucleus platform.

When should you instruct a bulk asset switch?

A bulk asset switch should be used where you have several clients in one or more assets who all wish to switch out of one asset(s) and into 
another asset(s).

How do you start?
In order to instruct a bulk asset switch, click ‘tools’ at the top of the page and then select ‘bulk asset switch’ from the left-hand-side. You’ll then  
see the following screen:
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From this screen, select the appropriate adviser name from the ‘adviser’ dropdown menu. Once you have done this, use the ‘switch out’ field 
to select the asset you wish to switch out of, by entering either part of the fund name or the ISIN code. When you click ‘search’, you’ll see the 
following menu:

Click the ‘+’ button to add the fund you wish to use – this will save through to the switch screen. You can now repeat the process under  
the ‘switch in’ field to search for the asset the clients wish to switch in to. 

Please note: If you’re switching out of or in to equities, please tick the ‘only listed securities’ option before searching.

Once you’ve selected the assets, your screen will look as follows:
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The tool can also be used to switch out of multiple assets into one single asset or cash, or out of one single asset into multiple assets and/or 
cash. Please see the below examples for reference:

Multiple assets into a single asset

Multiple assets into cash (switching only partial amounts out of certain funds)
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Once you have selected the assets you wish to use, click on ‘view accounts’ to see a list of clients invested in the asset(s) you’re switching out of.  
From this menu you can sort through each client and exclude anyone who wishes to remain in the fund (see below).

To exclude a particular client account, just click the red ‘X’ button to remove that account from the switch instruction. If you then click on the 
magnifying glass icon on each line, you can review a summary of the switch instruction in place for each account.
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The below screen shows a small scale example of a switch from one asset to another. Five clients are invested in the asset, with a total of seven 
accounts affected, but two of the client accounts have been excluded from the switch. Therefore, only five of the accounts appear in the ‘switch 
details’ section confirming the instruction in place (the remaining accounts show on the second page of the ‘switch details’ section).

Once you’re happy with the details of the switch instruction, please click ‘next’.
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The following page will show you a summary of the switch instruction:

From here, you can click ‘back’ to amend any incorrect details, click ‘download PDF’ to print a copy of the summary screen or click ‘submit’  
if you’re happy with all of the details.

Once you click ‘submit’, the system will process the bulk switch instruction. Once the instruction has been processed, you will receive the  
following confirmation message:

The switch will now be ordered at the next available trade time and will be confirmed on the transaction history of the relevant accounts.
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Troubleshooting
In order to search for assets when creating a model portfolio, Nucleus would suggest that you use the most up to date version of your Internet 
browser. In the case of Internet Explorer, versions 8 or 9 should be used, as earlier versions will not support the search function. When using 
Internet Explorer, please ensure that Document Mode is set to Internet Explorer 8 Standards, otherwise the browser will not be compatible with 
this page. 

You can check this by typing F12 on your keyboard to bring up the following menu:

The far right menu option, Document Mode, should be set to IE8 Standards whenever you’re using the Nucleus Platform to search for assets.

Further support
Hopefully you’re now aware of how to instruct a bulk switch on the Nucleus platform. If you need further help please contact the client relations 
team on 0131 226 9800 or through our ‘Live Support’ feature, which you can find on the top right of the platform home page.



  client.relations@nucleusfinancial.com   @nucleuswrap   www.nucleusfinancial.com

0150.04
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